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RETECFLEX - the universal tool for renovation and modernization
RE 16-5 115, pointed scouring head kit

Order number 505.005
Technical attributes
Max. disc diameter

115 mm

Max. milling head Ø

80 mm

Scouring depth

0-6 mm

No load speed

1900-5500 rpm

Power input

1600 watt

Power output

950 watt

Tool fixture

M 14

Cable length

4,0 m

Size (W x L x H)

355 x 160 x 67
mm

Weight

3,1 kg

RETECFLEX - the universal tool for renovation and modernization
Standard equipment
+ Microprocessor control: speed selection, tachogenerator constant speed control, soft start,
restart protection after power failure, overload protection and temperature monitoring
+ Motor: powerful, strong motor for quick working progress
+ Anti-Kickback - this shuts down the motor on the tool being blocked
+ Completely cast electronic components prevents damage due to metal dust. The 3-fold
winding protection reduces motor wear, increases service life
+ Special gearbox: special gear ratio for high torque in the medium and low speed range
+ With steplessly adjustable, vibration-proof, ergonomic bail handle, for optimum handling
and machine control
+ Dust-proof on/off switch
+ Effective dust extraction thanks to a large extraction cross-section. Simple, quick connection
using the FLEX clip-system. No adapters or reducing sleeves are required
+ Extraction hood: with stepless height adjustment
+ Universal tool system can be adapted for a large number of renovation and modernisation
applications. Compact, handy and ideal for working on small surfaces and on the edges of
larger areas
+ Spindle lock
+ Complete with 12 pointed hard metall carbide scouring discs. For removing hard plaster,
concrete, foam backing and adhesive residues, paint on plaster, epoxy plaster, flexible
protective coatings, plaster on wooden beams and latex/oil paints on plaster.
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1 pointed scouring head Ø
80, M 14

505.005

1 extractor guard grinding 366.528
Ø 115 mm with a brush ring
1 adjustable base scouring
Ø 80 mm

366.897

1 velcro backing pad Bowl
Ø 115/M14

503.754

Corundum sanding disc set
Ø 115

1 set

1 bail handle

1 piece

1 hexagon socket wrench,
SW 4

102.229

3 fastening screws, M 8

3 pieces

1 carrying case L-BOXX®
238

414.093

1 case insert

414.182

